Our Uplands

Creating a Brighter Future

The valleys, hills, moors and mountains that form
England’s Uplands are some of our most iconic
landscapes delivering multiple beneﬁts to society,
the economy and our communities. These beneﬁts
can no longer be taken for granted. Only through
long-term investment and land management can
these multiple beneﬁts be realised and enhanced.

AGRICULTURE
BILL BRIEFING

The Agriculture Bill receives its Second Reading in the House of Commons on 10th
October 2018. As we leave the EU this Bill represents the only opportunity to legislate to
create a vibrant future for our Our
countryside.
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Collective action
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deliver our much loved landscapes will be supported. We seek a backstop to
secure upland communities' traditional management systems where they
enhance natural and cultural benefits.
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Landscape is not referenced but we know it is beautiful landscapes that primarily draw
the 70 million visits to England’s uplands each year.
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The Bill fails to acknowledge the complexity of land tenure with multiple players
operating on the same piece of land who all can contribute to public benefits
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3. In s1(2) add ‘and rural development’.
4. A commitment to (as a minimum) secure the current level of funding to the uplands – perhaps
ring fence money for our countryside as we do for Overseas
Aid; £3 billion is only 0.4% of UK
Provides 70%
government expenditure.
of our drinking water
5. Safeguards so landowners, tenants or commoners are all fairly rewarded for the benefits they
provide on the same land.
6. Add ‘respect’ after understanding in 1(1)(b)

